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Editorial
Jeff Malley

It is some ten years since I took on the role of producing Steamlines. Over that
time the work of the volunteers has shifted from a programmed heavy
deconstruction of a small ship (plate, frame, rudder, propeller and shaft removal
and deck replacement), to gradual reconstruction of the ship using mainly an
engineering set of skills. However, from 2016 with the Wattle afloat a range of
new skills and jobs emerged based on the fit-out of the ship for eventual
passenger service. Alongside our engineering volunteers a strong carpentry,
cabinet making and painting workforce emerged along with a few electrical and
plumbing skills. The photos in this edition of Steamlines illustrate the work carried
out during 2019.
The presence of a vibrant historic ship restoration visible to the public at North Wharf has attracted new
volunteers. So today we have a regular Saturday turnout of 20 to 24 from an active volunteer base of at
least 35 and a combined active friends and volunteer base of 65. We also have volunteers who come and
stay for one or two years and then move on to other aspects of their lives. At the moment two graduate
mechanical engineering young women and a Duke of Edinburgh high school candidate regularly attend
and significantly alter the age profile of our volunteers.
As BSMM approaches completion of Wattle’s restoration the number of sponsors and donors is increasing
– all keen to see an operating historic steamship on Port Phillip.
Some of our challenges this year have been:
 changing from a heavy sump oil fuel used during the 1970s to 2008 to a lighter diesel fuel. Test
firing of the boiler during 2019 and associated components has produced smoke and sooting issues
which are now being resolved.
 reinstalling appropriate ballast (bricks) and establishing trim.
Successes for the year include:
 the establishment of a new website.
 the creation of a new galley space in the forward compartment.
 a weekly emailed works summary (Board Shorts by Tony Lewis) that assigns tasks and describes
progress.
 the installation of a modern generator to handle all our new and old electrical requirements.
 all things to do with woodwork and cabinetry.
 our volunteers capacity for problem solving.
A short history of the Wattle from 1933 to 2018 was the subject of the Feb 2019 edition of Steamlines
which is available on our website.
It is pleasing to note a rise in interest of heritage maritime issues. Councillor Jackie Watts OA has recently
established the Melbourne Maritime Heritage Network (MMHN) to promote, inter alia, a place for heritage
ships in Victoria Harbour and a Melbourne maritime museum focussing on the merchant marine and the
Port of Melbourne. Their website is https://www.mmhn.org.au/ . I should declare that I am a board member of

MMHN.
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From the Bridge
Tony Lewis Chairman of the BSMM Board
The year 2019 has seen us draw closer to that desired moment when we steam
again. But that goal, while seeming so close at times, still eludes us. We’d be
forgiven for saying “Frustration, thy name is Wattle”. And all of those frustrations
are small things, not too difficult to overcome but unfortunately it seems each
one is revealed only when the last one has been overcome. Patience is the name
of the game. Fortunately, we have learned the need for plenty of that virtue - it is
ten years since Wattle was lifted from the water onto blocks at South Wharf.
Despite the frustrations we have achieved many things this year. One of the most important is that we
received from the Australian Maritime Safety Authority (AMSA) our Certificate of Operation. Additionally,
our Safety Management System was approved by AMSA.
The refurbishment of the wheelhouse has been completed and fitted out with some excellent cabinetry by
our volunteers. Electrical installation there is complete and final installation of the navigational aids is
under way. In the galley, benching and shelving are installed and finalisation of the dumb waiter is near.
Drawings are with the City of Melbourne for approval and issuing of our Food Licence. Once that is
received we will apply for our Liquor Licence.
Plumbing works are complete. We have installed a water pressurising system to provide for hot water to
the galley sink and basin and for water supply to two newly-installed toilets and basins at upper deck
level. An effluent storage and pump-out system is installed.
The new electrical installation is complete and in addition a diesel driven generator has been installed and
was recently commissioned. The generator gives us the ability to power all of the safety and navigational
equipment required by AMSA and at the same time enables us to meet the catering needs of our
passengers.
Other passenger needs have been met by completion of seating, the re-installation of the blinds to
enclose the saloon and the repair of glazing in the aft screen. The new life raft is installed and provision
made for audio visual equipment in the saloon for passenger information and instruction.
In the engine room, the heart of the ship, much has been done. The boiler has passed its hydrostatic test
and inspection and steam was raised so that we were all delighted to see the engine turn under steam on
6 October, the first time in almost 11 years. But getting to that stage required much work on a wide
range of pumps, valves and cocks, gauge glasses, bearings, filters and all of those things which go to
form the mystery and fascination of steam - that which drives us in this endeavour.
All of the foregoing catalogue of achievements tells how close we are to returning to full operation, to
once again steam down the River Yarra and out into Port Phillip.
Two things have made this possible. The first is the generosity of our supporters. Principal among these is
of course Sorrento Steam without whose input over the last 11 years Wattle would most likely have
ceased to exist. We extend to this generous group our heartfelt gratitude and our appreciation of their
patience and forbearance.
We were fortunate during the year to obtain sponsorship for our fuel and lubricating oils from Viva Marine
- a most generous and welcome sponsorship. Other sponsors and donors who have aided us this year are
listed elsewhere in Steamlines. To all who have contributed to the ongoing story of our endeavours to
make Wattle operational, we say “Thank you”.
The other factor contributing to our success is our volunteers. Since we lifted Wattle out of the water in
October 2009, 94 people have contributed an estimated 38,900 hours of work to Wattle. Valuing that time
at $30.00 per hour, volunteer time represents about $1.2 million. Our Saturday attendances have risen
from the usual 12 or 13 of a few years ago to a regular 22 or 23. The weekly bulletin Board Shorts goes
out to a pool of 65 active volunteers. New skills have been added to our list of resources and there are not
many jobs we have to go outside our membership to get done. All of our volunteers, those who have
contributed in the past and those who do today are deserving of our thanks.
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My fellow Board members, Dick Francis (Secretary and Treasurer), Kim Hollinrake (Chief Engineer),
Walter Kosiak and Richard Sbrana deserve much gratitude and thanks for their efforts during the year.
Regrettably Walter will not be seeking re—election. We can only hope that his successor makes as big a
contribution as Walter has made during his years on the Board. He will be missed.
On behalf of the Board and all our volunteers, we thank you, our supporters for your commitment to us
during the year. Next year we will all reap the reward of our labours.
Tony Lewis,
Chairman,
Bay Steamers Maritime Museum
Note: our AGM will take place on Saturday 30 November at 11.00 am at shed 3 North Wharf.
See the notice at the end of this newsletter. We strongly advise that if coming by car telephone
Dick, Tony or Jeff to arrange opening of the security gate at the end of the Collins Street
construction zone. Telephone numbers are on the AGM notice. The parking officers are vigilant!

Benefactors & Donors.
Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd. gratefully acknowledges the generosity of the following who
provided us with goods and services during the last year at no cost or at reduced rates.
Andar Tools & Press - Machining.
General Laser - Profile cutting.
Inductabend - Davit bending
Jonlin –Hydraulic fittings.
Lancewood (Kate Lance) - Website. Please visit www.tugwattle.org.au
Long Fine Hospitality Supplies - Galley equipment.
R & J Batteries - Generator battery & equipment.
Tandex - Boiler chemicals.
Valve Services –Salinometer repairs.
Viva Energy Marine - Fuel & lubricating oils.
No acknowledgement of past generosity to Wattle would be complete without a mention of Waterside
Engineering who has been involved in Wattle refurbishment since the beginning. Sadly, Waterside has
ceased business. Our thanks and best wishes for the future to Hayden Ryan and all his staff at Waterside.
Thank you for all you did for us.

The new galley under construction

Wattle with the new davit on display just aft of the funnel.
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Workshop

Russell and Marla are famous for their curry lunches

Howard giving a lunchtime talk on oil viscosity

The woodwork team

Hal’s Grand Final lunch of pie, sausage roll and sauce

Alex sealing the glass on one of the galley portholes

Lionel painting the engine room vents
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Woodwork

Painting the woodwork of the awning

Reconstructing the steering engine cover

Installing passenger seating – port side

Passenger seating – starboard.

Hal and Garry fitting the sponson

The finished sponson
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Ian shaping a mooring post

The finished mooring post

Blythe and Sabastian constructing battery box and seating

First try out for fit of battery box seating to deck space

Gerald working on the signal flag boxes

Ken fitting out the signal flag cabinet in wheelhouse
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Engineering

George problem solving the fuel pump and the new diesel fuel

Armando working on the new davit before installation

Howard working on the vacuum pump

Engine room guage glass fitted

Two burners fired up on diesel but ………………………………………they are creating smoke and sooting. More adjustments needed.
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Reconfiguring the quarl to solve smoke and soot problems
George and the GS pump

Lowering the safety valves onto the boiler

Chris silver soldering an ER pipe fitting

Kim in a moment of reflection about fuel burning issues
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Wally and Bruce doing final checks on the new generator

Deck

Turning the ship at its mooring – all hands to the hawser

Wattle nearly turned

Laying brick ballast into forward compartment

Susie and Dick installing and cleaning awnings

Dale and Dick lagging the whistle steam line
John testing installed telegraph
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Some of the Crew

Jim, Derek And Gerald installing engine lube oil tank

Dave with his custom machined dipstick

Dave and Peter showing the effects of work
Richard, Hal, Kim and John during boiler firing

Bob in the frame from Ken and Gerald

Dick thinking bricks for ballast
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Someone from the Wattle?
A marine engineer – a Scotsman of course- was the only survivor of a shipwreck and had been stranded
on a deserted island for over ten years. One day he saw a speck on the horizon and thought to himself,
“It is certainly not a ship”. As the speck got closer he ruled out the possibility that it was a small boat or
raft.
Suddenly there emerged from the surf a black wet-suited figure with scuba gear. Standing in front of the
engineer the figure cast off the scuba gear and unzipped the top of the wetsuit. There in front of him
stood a drop dead gorgeous blonde.
She strode up to the Scotsman and said “Tell me how long is it since you have had a cigarette?” “Ten
years” replied the Scot. With that she reached into a waterproof pocket on her wetsuit and pulled out a
fresh packet of cigarettes. He takes one, lights it and takes a long drag. “Aye” said the engineer, “that is
so good I had almost forgotten how great a smoke can be.”
“And how long is it since you have had a drop of good Scotch whisky” asked the blonde. Trembling the
castaway replied “Ten years.” Hearing that the blonde reaches over to her right to another waterproof
pocket and removes a flask of single malt and hands it to him. He opens the flask and takes a long drink.
“Tis the nectar of the gods” cried the Scotsman. “Tis truly fantastic!”
At this point the gorgeous blonde started to unzip the long front of her wetsuit, down past the middle. She
looked at the trembling man and asked “And how long is it since you played around?’ With tears in his
eyes the Scotsman fell to his knees and sobbed – “Dinnae tell me you have golf clubs as well!”

Crossing the Bar
Bryan Jones, one of our long-standing engineer team members
passed away in April and will be sadly missed. Before coming to
Australia Bryan acquired extensive practical knowledge about
steam engines when he worked on the footplate of British steam
trains and in the engine room of Merchant Navy ships. Over the
restoration period of the Wattle he took great pleasure in
attending to the steering engine and later to the problems
associated with the firing of the boiler using the new lighter diesel
fuel.
Bryan’s commitment to the Wattle was apparent as he attended
the ship in his closing days when he was obviously not well.
The photo of Bryan is at the second firing of the boiler this year
when the port burner was still not behaving.

Our Berthing Place

With the closing of Central Pier the two former Sydney ferries – Victoria Star and Lady Cutler- have joined
us at North Wharf.
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Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd
Notice of the 2019 Annual General Meeting and Election of Office Bearers Saturday
30th November, 11.00 am at first floor meeting room, Shed 2, North Wharf
Lunch will be served at 12.30
Shed 2 is located at the end of the Collins Street extension adjacent to where Wattle and Alma Doepel
are berthed. The meeting room is upstairs at the eastern end of the shed.
Entry to the wharf is through the electronic keyed security gate. Park inside the gate as parking
officers regularly patrol the area outside the gate and issue fines.
If you do not have a key pass then call Tony, Dick or Jeff on their mobile numbers (listed at the bottom
of this page). When you arrive at the gate and they will come and open it for you. Do not park and leave
your car when waiting for access – this is when visitors often collect a fine.
In addition to receiving reports from BSMM Office bearers, elections will be held for the Board of
Directors. Any member wishing to place an item on the agenda for the AGM should contact the Chairman
(Tony Lewis) or Secretary (Dick Francis). Direct nomination forms to Dick Francis.
Due to the retirement from the Board of Walter Kosiak there is one Directors position vacant.
Nominations are called to fill this position.
Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd. Board of Directors Nomination Form
Being members of Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd and being eligible under the Constitution we do
hereby nominate ................................................................ (full name) for a position on the Board
of Directors.
Signature of Proposer................................................. Date .... .
Signature of Seconder............................................... Date ........
I .................................... accept this nomination. Signature ............................. Date .. …………
Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd. Proxy Voting Form
Being a member of Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd I nominate the following to act as my proxy at
the Annual General Meeting to be held on November 30th 2018 and at any subsequent reconvening of
that meeting.
Name of proxy ………………………………………………………………………………………….
Signature of Member ................................................... Date ...............

PO Box 23387 DOCKLANDS VIC 8012, or through the Chairman Tony Lewis on 03 9846 1819, mob 0410
471819 ( ailston@iprimus.com.au ) or Secretary Dick Francis on 03 9733 1598 or mob 0413 797 791
( wendick@hotmail.com ). Jeff Malley mob 0438 772654 or ( jeffmalley@bigblue.net.au ).
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